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Spotlight Holdings, Inc. is a publically traded holding
company. Trading under the symbol: OTC.PK: SLCH.
The company’s objectives are simple. We intend to
utilize the capital markets to pursue new acquisition and
merger candidates. Through our ability to utilize the
corporate capital structure we are uniquely positioned to
accomplish these objects short-order.

Material Events and
Corporate Strategy

DISCLAIMER

This is not an offer to sell or a solicitation of any offer to buy any securities. Offers
are made only by prospectus or other offering materials. To obtain further
information, you must complete our investor questionnaire and meet the suitability
standards required by law.

NOTE: THE NUMBERS ARE ALL SUBJECT TO CHANGE REGARRDIG CAPITAL
SHARE STRUCTURE BASED ON CONVERSATIONS REGARDING UPCOMGIN
REVERSE –SPLIT.
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Executive Summary - An investment holding company

which is publically traded,
investing in both privately and publically held entities for premium returns in businesses
demonstrating a substantial profitablity initiative.
Consumer awareness, regulation and technology are catalysing changes in market behaviour
globally. Consumers demand value-for-money, Spotlight Capital holdings, Inc. equity
investments in solid and responsible businesses is expected to reap attractive, risk adjusted
returns.
To be read in conjunction with the full Prospectus and the Regulation A Offering.
Now is an excellent time to invest in equity, particularly for investors with a long term
investment horizon.
We intend to invest in business demonstrating a sustainable business model and leading business
practice. Our business is structured on the ability to entertain merger and acquisition candidates
and our ability to issue equity and also do fund raising in order to meet future growth objects.
Our original business model and assets are in the intertainment industry. This however, will not
limit us to doing future mergers and acquisitions inside the confounds of the entertainment
industry only. The executive team has taken steps to create a micro-cap holding company.
Through its capital structure and the availablity of Regulation A common stock issuance,
Spotlight Capital Holdins, Inc. can begin initiating M&A planning.
Our investment strategy can offer attractive returns while managing business and financing
risks. Our exciting deal flow is global in nature primarily due to the relationships in international
movie and music distribution.
We add particular value by being able to take small and medium sized businesses on to the world
stage. Our portfolio is particularly attractive to investors with a long -term investment horizon,
both institutional and private, also potentially as well as those planning endowments or
succession.
We are well positioned to exploit new regulatory incentives as well as our ability to access the
capital markets boutique firms for potential financing options.

Overview

Spotlight Capital Holdins, Inc. intends to achieve superior risk adjusted
investment returns. The target net IRR is 15% (turns $ 1 million into $ 4 million in 10 years).
The company wants to make investment in a well diversified portfolio of potential M&A targets.
Our funding criteria is for companies demonstrating flexibility with the new 2014 JumpStart
Jobs Act initiative. More Specifically, the Regulation A issuance of our common stock to
investors. The Company is a self managed public comapny. It intends to provide long term
equity linked capital to businesses.
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Hypotehically, we invest $ 1.0 million to $ 5 million (all tranches) for a significant minority
stake. The company may engineer or participate in syndications. Our capital is used to finance
product, market and internal development of selected businesses. We also manage information
resources to leverage our own activities and those of our partners. Our expertise in financial
engineering and business analysis and our experience in reviewing, working in and working with
dynamic businesses are important skills required to successfully select and mentor a portfolio of
potential candidate businesses.

What is 'Regulation A'
Regulation A is exemption from registration requirements – instituted by the Securities Act –
that apply to public offerings of securities that do not exceed $5 million in any one-year period.
Companies utilizing the Regulation A exemption must still file offering statements with the
Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC), however, the companies utilizing the exemption
are given distinct advantages over companies that must fully register. The issuer of a Regulation
A offering must give buyers documentation with the issue, similar to the prospectus of a
registered offering.
BREAKING DOWN 'Regulation A'
Typically, the advantages offered by Regulation A offerings make up for the stringent
documentation requirement. Among the advantages provided by the exemption are more
streamlined financial statements without audit obligations, three possible format choices to use to
arrange the offering circular, and no requirement to provide Exchange Act reports until the
company has more than 500 shareholders and $10 million in assets.
What Investors Need to Know
Updates to Regulation A in 2015 allow companies to generate income under two different tiers.
It is essential for investors interested in purchasing securities being sold by companies utilizing
Regulation A to understand what tier the offering is being provided under. Every company is
now required to indicate the tier its offering is conducted under on the front of its disclosure
document, or offering circular. This is important because the two tiers represent two different
types of investments. All offerings under Regulation A are subject to state and federal
jurisdiction.
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. As one of the key job formation initiatives contained in the bipartisan 2012 JOBS Act, Title IV
mandated that the SEC fix the antiquated Regulation A exemption. On March 25, 2015, the SEC
finalized rules (often referred to as Reg A+ Tier 1 or Tier 2) allowing companies to raise up to
$50 million in public offerings. We believe this new regulatory path has the potential to disrupt
the financing landscape and to help connect innovative companies with the investment capital
they need to grow.
The recently adopted rule by the SEC is nothing short of a game-changer.
“Congress, by allowing general solicitation and advertising in the capital formation process,
opens broad possibilities for entrepreneurs and new and seamless investment opportunities for
the public.”
— Scott Andersen, General Counsel for FundAmerica
“Reg A+ is about creating jobs and new opportunities. And it’s about giving regular folks access
to investments that only a handful of VC and private equity bigwig investors have enjoyed up
until now.”
— Steve Sadler, CEO of Allegiancy
“With the new Regulation A+, the SEC is creating an intermediate capital formation step on the
road to going public. It’s a new kind of ‘IPO-Lite’ that could be hugely beneficial for companies
and investors alike.”
— Michael Raneri, CEO and Founder of Venovate
“At its core, the mandate of Regulation A+ is to help increase the access of smaller companies to
capital. This is obviously a very important objective. Our rulemaking goal is to make Regulation
A+ an effective, workable path to raising capital that – very importantly – also builds in the
necessary investor protections.”
— SEC Chair Mary Jo White, Dec. 18 2013
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Regulation A Offering Statement and Exploring Crowd Funding
The opinions in this section are that of an unaffiliate third party.
Spotlight felt it would be benificial to include some general inforamtion
regarding this type of funding, as the company might consider crowd
funding as an option.
Companies raising capital under Title III of the JOBS Act must follow SEC guidelines when
advertising their crowdfunding campaigns.
Communications and Publicity by Issuers Prior To and During a Regulation CF Offering
The idea behind crowdfunding is that the crowd — friends, family and fans of a small business
or startup company, even if they are not rich or experienced investors — can now invest in that
company’s securities. For a traditionally risk-averse area of law, that’s a pretty revolutionary
concept!
In order to make this leap, Congress wanted to ensure that all potential investors had access to
the same information. The solution that Congress came up with in the JOBS Act was that there
had to be one centralized place that an investor could access that information — the website of
the funding portal or broker-dealer that hosts the crowdfunding offering (for our purposes here,
we will refer to both of these as “platforms”).
This means (with the exception of some very limited exceptions that we’ll describe below) most
communications about the offering can ONLY be found on the platform. On the platform, the
company can use any form of communication and can give as much information as it likes (so
long as it’s not misleading). Remember that the platforms are required to have a communication
channel (basically a chat or Q&A function) — a place where you can (though you must identify
yourself) discuss the offering with investors and potential investors. That gives you the ability to
control much of your message.
So with that background in mind, we want to discuss and disclose what a company can and
cannot say as far as communications prior to and during the offering. Unfortunately, there are a
lot of limitations. Securities law is a highly regulated area and is different from doing a
Kickstarter campaign. Also, bear in mind this is a changing regulatory environment. With that in
mind certain positions may evolve. We believe in making every corporate disclosure possible
when exploring these options. Spotlight Capital Holdings wants to benefit from such offerings
while maintaining the highest regulatory standards if crowd funding becomes part of the
company’s strategic initiative.
We do understand that the restrictions are in many cases counter-intuitive and don’t reflect the
way people communicate these days. The problems derive from the wording of the statute as
passed by Congress. The JOBS Act crowdfunding provisions are pretty stringent with respect to
publicity; the SEC has “interpreted” those provisions as broadly as possible to give startups and
small businesses more flexibility.
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Exploring Regulation A and Crowd Funding -continued
What you can say before you launch your offering:
Before the point at which you file your Form C with the SEC, you can’t make any “offers” of
securities, either publicly or privately. Remember that the SEC interprets the term “offer” very
broadly. So no meetings with potential investors, or giving out any information on forums which
offer “sneak peeks” or “first looks” at your offering. No public announcements about the
offering and especially no discussions at a conference or a demo day about your intentions to do
a crowdfunding round. Any communication made prior to filing the Form C may be construed as
an unregistered offer of securities made in violation of Section 5 of the Securities Act — a “Bad
Act” that will prevent you from being able to use Regulation CF, Rule 506, or Regulation A in
the future.
Prior to publicly filing the Form C, you are limited to communications that don’t mention the
offering at all (regardless of whether you mention any specific terms of the offering), and that
don’t “condition the market” for the offering. “Conditioning the market” is any activity that
raises public interest in your company, and could include suddenly heightened levels of
advertising, although regular product and service information or advertising (see discussion
below) is ok. This means no “coming soon” and no hints or winks.
Normal advertising of your product or service is permitted. The SEC knows you have a business
to run. However, if just before the offering you begin to produce five times the amount of
advertising that you had previously done, the SEC may wonder whether you were doing this to
stir up investment interest in your company. If you plan to change your marketing around the
time of your offering (or if you are launching your company at the same time as your CF
offering, which often happens), it would be prudent to discuss this with your counsel to confirm
that your advertising is consistent with the SEC’s rules.
Genuine conversations with friends or family about what you are planning to do and getting their
help and input on your offering and how to structure it, are ok, even if those people invest later.
You cannot be pitching to them as investors though.
What you can say after you launch
After you launch your offering by filing your Form C with the SEC, there are only two types of
communication permitted outside the platform:
 Communications that don’t mention the “terms of the offering”; and


Communications that just contain “tombstone” information.
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Communications that don’t mention the terms of the offering
We are calling these “non-terms” communications, although you can also think of them as “soft”
communications. “Terms” in this context are the following:
 The amount of securities offered;


The nature of the securities (i.e., whether they are debt or equity, common or preferred,
etc.);



The price of the securities; and



The closing date of the offering period.
There are two types of communication that fall into the non-terms category.
1. First are regular communications and advertising. During your Reg CF offering,
you can continue to run your business as normal and there is nothing wrong with
creating press releases, advertisements, newsletters and other publicity to help
grow your business. If those communications don’t mention any terms of the
offering, they are permitted. Once you’ve filed your Form C, you don’t need to
worry about “conditioning the market.” You can ramp up your advertising and
communications program as much as you like so long as they are genuine
business advertising (e.g., typical business advertising would not mention
financial performance).
2. Second, and more interestingly, offering-related communications that don’t
mention the terms of the offering. You can talk about the offering as long as you
don’t mention the TERMS of the offering. Yes, we realize that sounds weird but
it’s the way the statute (the JOBS Act) was drafted. Rather than restricting the
discussion of the “offering” (which is what traditional securities lawyers would
have expected) the statute restricts discussion of “terms,” and the SEC defined
“terms” to mean only those four things discussed above. This means you can
make any kind of communication or advertising in which you say you are doing
an offering (although not WHAT you are offering; that would be a “term”) and
include all sort of soft information about the company’s mission statement, what
it will use the money for and how the CEO’s grandmother’s work ethic inspired
her drive and ambition.
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You can link to the platform’s website from such communications. But be careful about linking
to any other site that contains the terms of the offering. A link (in the mind of the SEC) is an
indirect communication of the terms. So linking to something that contains terms could mean
that a non-terms communication becomes a tombstone communication that doesn’t comply with
the tombstone rules. This applies to third-party created content as well. If a journalist has written
an article about how great your company is and includes terms of the offering, linking to that
article is an implicit endorsement of the article and could become a company statement that
doesn’t comply with the tombstone rules.
Whether you are identifying a “term” of the offering can be pretty subtle. While “We are making
an offering so that all our fans can be co-owners,” might indirectly include a term because it’s
hinting that you are offering equity, it’s probably ok. Avoid hints as to what you are offering, and
just drive investors to the intermediary’s site to find out more.
Even though non-terms communications can effectively include any information (other than
terms) that you like, keep in mind they are subject, like all communications, to the securities
antifraud rules. Even though you are technically permitted to say that you anticipate launching
your “Airbnb for Ferrets” in November in a non-terms communication, if you don’t have a
reasonable basis for saying that, you will be in trouble for making a misleading statement.
Tombstone communications
A tombstone is really what it sounds like — just the facts — and a very limited set of facts at
that. You should think of these communications as “hard” factual information.
The specific rules under Regulation CF allow for “notices” limited to the following:
 A statement that the issuer is conducting an offering pursuant to Section 4(a)(6) of the
Securities Act;


The name of the intermediary through which the offering is being conducted and a link
directing the potential investor to the intermediary’s platform;



The terms of the offering (the amount of securities offered, the nature of the securities, the
price of the securities and the closing date of the offering period); and



Factual information about the legal identity and business location of the issuer, limited to
the name of the issuer of the security, the address, phone number and website of the issuer,
the e-mail address of a representative of the issuer and a brief description of the business of
the issuer.
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“Brief description of the business of the issuer” does mean brief. The rule that applies when
companies are doing Initial Public Offerings (IPOs) (which is the only guidance we have in this
area) lets those companies describe their general business, principal products or services, and the
industry segment (e.g., for manufacturing companies, the general type of manufacturing, the
principal products or classes of products and the segments in which the company conducts
business). This brief description does not allow for any inclusion of details about how the
product works or the overall addressable market for it, and certainly not any customer
endorsements.
“Limited time and availability”-type statements may be acceptable as part of the “terms of the
offering.” For example, the company might state that the offering is “only” open until the
termination date, or explain that the amount of securities available is limited to the
oversubscription amount.
A few “context” or filler words might be acceptable in a tombstone notice, depending on the
context. For example, the company might state that it is “pleased” to be making an offering
under the newly-adopted Regulation Crowdfunding, or even state that this is a “historic” event.
Such additional wording will generally be a matter of judgement. “Check out our offering on
[link]” or “Check out progress of our offering on [link]” are OK. “Our offering is making great
progress on [link]” is not. Words that imply growth, success or progress (whether referring to the
company or the offering) are always problematic. If you want to use a lot of additional context
information, that information can be put in a “non-terms” communication that goes out at the
same time and through the same means as a tombstone communication.
The only links that can be included on a tombstone communication are links to the platform. No
links to reviews of the offering on Strati fund, Crowd ability or Early Investing. No links to any
press stories on Crowdfund Insider or CrowdFundBeat. No links to the company’s website. The
implicit endorsement principle applies here just as with non-terms communications. This means
that that anything you link to becomes a communication by the company.
An important point with respect to tombstone notices is that while content is severely limited,
medium is not. Thus, notices containing tombstone information can be posted on social media,
published in newspapers, broadcast on TV, slotted into Google Ads, etc. Craft breweries might
wish to publish notices on their beer coasters, and donut shops might wish to have specially
printed napkins.
What constitutes a “notice?”
It is important to note that (until we hear otherwise from the SEC) the “notice” is supposed to be
a standalone communication. It can’t be attached to or embedded in other communications. That
means you cannot include it on your website (as all the information on your website will
probably be deemed to be part of the “notice” and it will likely fail the tombstone rule) and you
cannot include it in announcements about new products — again, it will fail the tombstone rule.
We have listed some examples of permissible communications in Exhibit A.
Websites
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It’s a bad idea to include ANY information about the terms of the offering on your website.
However, some issuers have found a clever solution: you can create a landing page that sits in
front of your regular website. The landing page can include the tombstone information and two
options: 1) investors can continue to your company’s regular webpage OR 2) they can go to the
platform to find out more about the offering on the platform. We have attached sample text for
landing pages on Exhibit A. 5
“Invest now” buttons
Under the SEC’s current interpretations as we understand them, having an “invest now” button
on your website with a link to the platform hosting your offering is fine. However, you should
not mention any terms of the offering on your website unless your ENTIRE website complies
with the tombstone rule. Most of them don’t.
Social Media
As we mention above, the medium of communication is not limited at all, even for tombstone
communications. Companies can use social media to draw attention to their offerings as soon as
they have filed their Form C with the SEC. Social media posts are subject to the same restrictions
as any other communications: either don’t mention the offering terms at all or limit content to the
tombstone information.
Emails
“Blast” emails that go out to everyone on your mailing list are subject to the same rules as social
media: either don’t mention the offering terms at all or limit content to the tombstone
information. Personalized emails to people you know will probably not be deemed to be
advertising the terms of the offering, so you can send them. You should be careful you don’t give
your friends any more information than is on the platform — remember the rule about giving
everyone access to the same information.
Images
Images are permitted in tombstone communications. However, these images also have to fit
within the “tombstone” parameters, so brevity is required. Publishing a few pictures that show
what the company does and how it does it is fine. An online coffee table book with hundreds of
moodily-lit photos, not so much. Also, a picture tells a thousand words and those words better
not be misleading. You should use images only of real products actually currently produced by
the company (or in planning, so long as you clearly indicate that), actual employees hard at
work, genuine workspace, etc. No cash registers, or images of dollar bills or graphics showing
(or implying) increase in revenues or stock price. Don’t use images you don’t have the right to
use! (Also, we never thought we’d need to say this, but don’t use the SEC’s logo anywhere on
your notice, or anywhere else.)
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While the “brevity” requirement doesn’t apply to non-terms communications, the rules about
images not being misleading do.
Videos
Videos are permitted. You could have the CEO saying the tombstone information, together with
video images of the company’s operations, but as with images in general, the video must
comport with the tombstone rules. So “Gone with the Wind” length opuses will not work under
the tombstone rule, although they are fine with non-terms communications.
Updates and communications to alert investors that important information is available on the
platform
Updates can and should be found on the platform. You can use communications that don’t
mention the terms of the offering, to drive readers to the platform’s site to learn about updates
and events such as webinars hosted on the platform. They may include links to the platform.
Updates that include information as to the progress of the offering are permitted as “non-terms”
communications, but please be careful about wording. “We have raised 25% of our target on
Super Portal” is ok, while “We have raised 25% of our $1 million target” is not.

The foregoing is not legal advice, and even more than usual, it is subject
to change as regulatory positions evolve. Please contact your lawyer
with respect to any of the matters discussed here.
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By removing key procedural obstacles and introducing common-sense investor protections, this
new Regulation A+ framework creates a viable capital-raising alternative for issuers that want to
remain independent and innovative. Below are some of the key provisions included in the SEC’s
A+ rule:3
 •Proceeds: For Tier 2 offerings, there is an annual offering limit of up to $50 million in
equity, debt or convertible securities, including no more than $15 million from selling
security holders. For Tier 1 offerings, the annual limit is $20 million, with not more than
$6 million from selling security holders.
 •Testing the waters: Issuers may solicit interest in a potential offering with the general
public, either before or after the filing of the offering statement, so long as any
solicitation materials are preceded or accompanied by a preliminary offering circular
.
 •Blue Sky: Offerings made under Tier 2 are generally exempt from state securities law
registration and qualification requirements. And while Tier 1 offerings would still be
subject to state Blue Sky regulations, the states’ new Coordinated Review process has
dramatically reduced the burdens associated with this process.
 •Offering Circular: Issuers can confidentially file statements for SEC qualification.
Offering circular must include audited financial statements and balance sheets for the two
most recently completed fiscal year ends. The Offering Circular format is narrative
disclosure, similar to what is required from smaller reporting companies in a prospectus,
but more limited in certain respects.
 •Ongoing Reporting: Issuers that conduct a Tier 2 offering must electronically file annual
and semiannual reports with the SEC, but those who conduct Tier 1 offerings generally
have no ongoing reporting obligations.
 •Transferability | Liquidity for Investors: Securities sold in these offerings are not
“restricted securities” under the Securities Act, and thus are freely tradable in the
secondary market (unlike private issues).
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Tier 1
Under this tier, a company is permitted to offer a maximum of $20 million in any one-year
period. Under this tier, the issuing company must also provide an offering circular, which must
be filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) and is subject to a vetting process
by the commission and securities regulators in the individual states relevant to the offering.
Companies issuing offerings under tier 1 are not required to produce reports continually; they are
only required to issue a report on the final status of the offering.

Tier 2
There are some significant differences for securities offered under this tier. Companies can offer
up to $50 million in any one-year period. While an offering circular is required and is subject to
review and vetting by the SEC, it does not have to be qualified by any state securities regulators.
Also, companies offering securities under this tier must produce continual reports on the
offering, including its final status.
Where we have specific expertise and global network.
Our investment focus through mergers and project fundingis distinctive: businesses
demonstrating sustainable commercial success – built upon nationally and even global
distrubtion models. Our investment universe is wide to enable an appropriate risk diversification
strategy and the competitive advantage of recent regulatory initiative. We select and intend to
nurture business managers and entrepreneurs that are building sustainable enterprises. We shine
through our relationships in the entertainment industry. Obviously, we are receptive digital
media, artists and global music and movie distribution.

Key Trends in the Entertainment Industry
Until recently, there was a clear recipe for success in media and entertainment: multiple revenue
streams, scarce distribution outlets, and distinct exploitation windows. To thrive in today’s (and
tomorrow’s) environment, however, companies need to drive both innovation and efficiency,
embracing new approaches to content development, distribution, operations, technology, and
monetization. In short, they need to adapt their strategies, capabilities, and operating models to
address several key imperatives:
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Cost structures for content need to be significantly reduced
Consumer time and spending are shifting to digital, but media companies’ ability to monetize
consumer engagement in the digital arena is well below what it is in analog media. As a result,
media companies need to fundamentally reduce the cost of their content. Key levers include
introducing more variable cost by maintaining fewer staff editors and content producers and
instead managing networks of external contributors; developing greater scale and consistency in
approaches to content production and technology; and attacking fixed costs through
centralization, outsourcing, offshoring, and portfolio rationalization.
Advertisers are demanding more accountability, relevance and interactivity
Spending on traditional paid media is coming under growing pressure as advertisers devote more
resources to digital, database marketing, event marketing, place-based media and even loyalty
programs. This shift requires media companies to increase their focus on innovation and ROI as
they craft advertising solutions. It is also creating opportunities to build new businesses around
lead generation, custom media, and marketing services.
Technology shifts are affecting the value of content and distribution
Consumers are no longer satisfied just to enjoy print, video, or other forms of entertainment and
information passively. In today’s search-driven world, consumers are actively looking for
control, community, and interactivity. Ad-supported media companies, therefore, need to
develop a robust digital toolkit to build premium inventory, whether in targeted and tagged site
areas, interest-specific e-newsletters, or registration-required applications. The goal for media
companies: move from creating impressions to building relationships with consumers, both
directly and on behalf of marketers. New strategies combining content and applications can offer
significant value to media and entertainment companies across both traditional and digital media.
For example, companies can use relationship marketing strategies to drive consumers to stores,
theaters, and other screens as well as to activate other desirable actions.
Online video, social media and mobile media are expanding rapidly
Media and entertainment companies need to ensure they participate actively in the growth
platforms of the future. Making this happen will require mastering a new set of skills and
strategies involving portfolio and business development, software, and technology. Creating a
successful culture of innovation will also be a key element of the path forward. For many media
companies, this will require greater openness in innovation processes, and the need to embrace
more systematic “test and learn” approaches — trying many things, but scaling up only those
that work.
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OneWest has grown organically over the past two years. The current issue circulation is 25,000.
We intend to reach a 100,000 issue monthly circulation through our new strategic initiative, and
here is how:







Enhance our personal branding for each company division
Focus on specific content marketing.
Search engine optimization (SEO)
Conversion optimization
Aggressive Social Media marketing
Email marketing through subscriber data base cultivation

1. Personal Branding. We firmly believe that being Successful is done through cultivating
relationships with our highly successful partners. We draw on the synergy of industry
professionals we have a direct affiliation with. We appreciate and exploit this opportunity to
leverage a more powerful image to promote our media driven enterprise. Our team has formed
significant partnerships and we utilize high-profile relationships in the entertainment industry to
constantly have our brand exposed. Our organization maintains integrity and strives to build a
positive, energetic, fiscally responsible, ethical and healthy image.
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2. Content marketing.
Through content marketing in a variety of forms, and we manage to stay ahead of the trending
curves. For example, utilizing white papers, ebooks and other long-form content to attract
downloads, signups and conversions, we use an on-site blog to attract more inbound traffic to our
site.
We use content as a form of help and troubleshooting, or some combination of these
applications. We find content marketing is incredibly versatile and useful. We have content
accessible on a constant basis.

3. Search engine optimization (SEO)
By making your site more visible in search engines, we generate more traffic from people
searching for the products or services offered. Much of our organic search position ranking
comes from the technical structure of our site(s) and our ongoing content development strategy.
So, SEO is optimized because we are consistently creating new content -- and it has proven to be
worth extra investment to ensure our site is properly indexed.

4. Conversion optimization.
Most of these strategies aim to get more people on your site, but what do those people do once
they’re there? Conversion optimization helps you ensure you get more value out of each and
every visitor by maximizing your rate of conversion.
Sometimes, this means including more conversion opportunities, and other times, improving the
ones we have.

5. Social media marketing.
Social media marketing has is significant potential in building and nurturing a social media
audience. Again, content will come into play heavily here, as it will likely be the factor that
attracts our audience to begin with. Here, we stand to gain greater brand visibility, a greater
reputation and far more inbound traffic with our syndicated links.

6. Email marketing.
Email marketing has astounding potential for ROI because its low costs. We have begun
collecting subscribers from our existing customer base, our social media followers and other new
opportunities; from there, even an upcoming newsletter will help encourage repeat traffic to our
site, facilitate more engagement with our brand and keep our brand top-of-mind with our
audience.
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Overview
OneWest is comprised of three (3) divisions:
1. ONEWEST MAGAZINE
2. ONEWEST RADIO
3. ONEWEST APPARELL

The synergy among these three core business divisions gives Onewest the ability to
increase exposure exponentially. The company is proud to have the ability to reach new
markets by segment while creating demand and complimenting the others efforts. We
feel supremely confident in our ability to stand alone as a unique and desirable media
and entertainment driven enterprise. The company has positioned itself to become a
major influence in this market space.
As part of our corporate culture, we proudly echo the words of our commercials:
“OneWest is Fashion, OneWest is Music, OneWest is Unity, and OneWest is a Lifestyle”!
Our company has analyzed and is constantly researching the industry and our competitions ability to not only
capturer, but create new market share. Our focus is concentrated on demand, salability and attractiveness to our
advertisers.

The OneWest executive team found an underserved niche market. We began setting a new
standard in this market. Certain threats such as; the emergence of a new competitor or more
sophisticated, attractive or cheaper versions of our magazine have not impacted our organic
growth. OneWest has spread its footprint into international markets by sticking to our
fundamentally and economically efficient approach. We use an economy of scales model to
market and brand. This plan spells out among others the ways the company intends to
rationalize its resources, engage in production and even handle our clients
We will explain in greater detail how this method will be used to increase our sales volume in
this strategic planning summary. Here, the management and operations teams constantly strive
to come up with and implement practical marketing strategies that can guarantee a stable flow of
business for the OneWest brand.
Our radio station: OneWest Radio has done several hundred interviews with top name
celebrities. Our YouTube presence boasts over 300 such interviews which are currently posted
and have been widely viewed. We have experienced rapid growth organically, through very
deep and far reaching roots in the entertainment industry.
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The founder has tapped into his decades of experience and most importantly his personal
relationships in the industry, these relationships were reflected immediately upon the launch of
this enterprise. From inception, OneWest has stayed hyper-focused on establishing, maintaining
and growing this brand. The salability of the magazine speaks for itself at this stage of
development.
Pricing
Our pricing is within a competitive range. Although prices need to be competitive; we create
quality first with a built in value add through unique content. We firmly believe that competition
based on price alone, is a poor strategy. We believe in giving our advertisers exposure and our
reader’s quality, exclusive insight into fashion, music, relevant news and more.

Market Growth and Profitability
The basis for our marketing plan is done by drawing from our most significant strengths. One
such strength is utilizing directors, producers, photographers, actors and “A “list recording artists
to promote our magazine, wear our clothing line and be heard on our radio station. Cost
effective approach and relatively quick growth can be underscored by our marketing methods.
As our charted growth will verify, the commercials are effective. The company avoids making
assumptions as to our advertisers, readers and listeners anticipation of our publication or radio
programs. The ability to reach our market has been successful through our initial commercial,
print add, event and radio campaigns. The imperial data, cost structure and general budget is as
follows:
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SIX STEP MARKETING STRATEGY TO ENHANCE SUBSCRIBER BASE AND USER
TRAFFIC TO ONEWEST RADIO, WWW.ONEWESTMAGAZINE.COM AND ONEWEST
MAGAZINE
OneWest has grown organically over the past two years. The current issue circulation is 25,000.
We intend to reach a 100,000 issue monthly circulation through our new strategic initiative, and
here is how:







Enhance our personal branding for each company division
Focus on specific content marketing.
Search engine optimization (SEO)
Conversion optimization
Aggressive Social Media marketing
Email marketing through subscriber data base cultivation

1. Personal Branding. We firmly believe that being Successful is done through cultivating
relationships with our highly successful partners. We draw on the synergy of industry
professionals we have a direct affiliation with. We appreciate and exploit this opportunity to
leverage a more powerful image to promote our media driven enterprise. Our team has formed
significant partnerships and we utilize high-profile relationships in the entertainment industry to
constantly have our brand exposed. Our organization maintains integrity and strives to build a
positive, energetic, fiscally responsible, ethical and healthy image.

2. Content Marketing.
Through content marketing in a variety of forms, and we manage to stay ahead of the trending
curves. For example, utilizing white papers, eBooks and other long-form content to attract
downloads, signups and conversions, we use an on-site blog to attract more inbound traffic to our
site.
We use content as a form of help and troubleshooting, or some combination of these
applications. We find content marketing is incredibly versatile and useful. We have content
accessible on a constant basis.

3. Search Engine Optimization (SEO)
By making your site more visible in search engines, we generate more traffic from people
searching for the products or services offered. Much of our organic search position ranking
comes from the technical structure of our site(s) and our ongoing content development strategy.
SEO is optimized because we are consistently creating new content -- and it has proven to be
worth extra investment to ensure our site is properly indexed.
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4. Conversion Optimization.
Most of these strategies aim to get more people on your site, but what do those people do once
they’re there? Conversion optimization helps you ensure you get more value out of each and
every visitor by maximizing your rate of conversion. Sometimes, this means including more
conversion opportunities, and other times, improving the ones we have.

5. Social Media Marketing.
Social media marketing has significant potential in building and nurturing a social media
audience. Again, content will come into play heavily here, as it will likely be the factor that
attracts our audience to begin with. Here, we stand to gain greater brand visibility, a greater
reputation and far more inbound traffic with our syndicated links. We draw audiences from our
radio broadcast, website and hard-copy magazine.

6. Email Marketing.
Email marketing has astounding potential for ROI because its low costs. We have begun
collecting subscribers from our existing customer base, our social media followers and other new
opportunities; from there, even an upcoming newsletter will help encourage repeat traffic to our
site, facilitate more engagement with our brand and keep our brand top-of-mind with our
audience.
Specific Strategy Designed to Increase Magazine Circulation
We continue adhering to our fundamental strengths by providing the following:







Personal and flexible attention to our subscribers needs
Personal attention to the needs and benefit of our advertisers.
Keeping our fingers on the pulse of what separates the OneWest Magazine and Brand from any
other.
Maintaining integrity and setting a new standard in the industry
Always striving to improve the quality of our publication
Being consistent and relevant with our promotions and content
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Through our efforts, we intend to benefit from several opportunities






We intend to increase demand in a broader market sector – Establishing new geographic and
demographic footprints.
Benefiting from our aggressive and enhanced Internet marketing strategy to reach a global
market
The ability to develop and maintain proprietary, state-of-the-art technologies that improve our
product quality and ensure better service to our advertisers.
Capture market share, client list and comprehensive marketing data associated with e-commerce
campaigns.
Create a new broader ranged, international and larger group of readers, listeners and advertisers.
OneWest Focus on Our Market includes:






Analyzes the various needs of our advertisers and demand in specific regions
Our company places special focus on a market niche which exploits our industry relationships
and highlights our strengths. Such as personal relationships with A list Hip-Hop artists. This
lends to exclusive first run commentary and related stories involving these featured artists.
Directing special attention on an as need basis, to our priority advertisers. Historically 20% of
our advertising revenue stems from our priority advertising clients.
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Overview
OneWest is comprised of three (3) divisions:
1. ONEWEST MAGAZINE
2. ONEWEST RADIO
3. ONEWEST APPAREL
The synergy among these three core business divisions gives Onewest the ability to
increase exposure exponentially. The company is proud to have the ability to reach new
markets by segment, while creating demand and complimenting the others efforts. We
feel supremely confident in our ability to stand alone as a unique and desirable media
and entertainment driven enterprise. The company has positioned itself to become a
major influence in this market space.
As part of our corporate culture, we proudly echo the words of our commercials:
“OneWest is Fashion, OneWest is Music, OneWest is Unity, and OneWest is a Lifestyle”!
Our company has analyzed and is constantly researching the industry and our competitions ability to not only
capturer, but create new market share. Our focus is concentrated on demand, salability and attractiveness to our
advertisers.
The OneWest executive team found an underserved niche market. We began setting a new standard in this market.
Certain threats such as; the emergence of a new competitor or more sophisticated, attractive or cheaper versions of
our magazine have not impacted our organic growth. OneWest has spread its footprint into international markets by
sticking to our fundamentally and economical efficient approach. We use an economy of scales model to market
and brand.
We will explain in greater detail how this method will be used to increase our sales volume in this strategic planning
summary.
Our radio station: OneWest Radio has done several hundred interviews with top name celebrities. Our YouTube

The
company has experienced rapid growth organically, through very deep and far reaching roots in
the entertainment industry. The founder has tapped into his decades of experience and most
importantly his personal relationships in the industry, these relationships were reflected
immediate upon the launch of this enterprise. From inception, OneWest has stayed hyperfocused on establishing, maintaining and growing this brand. The salability of the magazine
speaks for itself at this stage of development.
presence boasts over 300 such interviews which are currently posted and have been widely viewed.
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Pricing
Our pricing is within a competitive range. Although prices need to be competitive; we create quality first with a
built in value add through unique content. We firmly believe that competition based on price alone, is a poor
strategy. We believe in giving our advertisers exposure and our reader’s quality, exclusive insight into fashion,
music, relevant news and more.
Market Growth and Profitability through Advertising
The basis for our marketing plan is done by drawing from our most significant strengths. One such strength is
utilizing directors, producers, photographers, actors and A list recording artists to promote our magazine, wear our
clothing line and be heard on our radio station. Cost effective approach and relatively quick growth can be
underscored by our marketing methods.
Simply put, our commercials are effective. The company avoids making assumptions as to our advertisers, readers
and listeners anticipation of our publication or radio programs. The ability to reach our market has been successful
through our initial commercial, print add, event and radio campaigns. The original launch of the magazine began in
2015. The company experienced significant positive response from word of mouth exposure by industry
networking. We began a commercial marketing program or an “official launch” in order to give the circulation push
forward. The imperial data, cost structure and general budget is as follows:

The Commercial used in conjunction with the previous aired time slot data can be viewed at:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lOQJK4S4uoI
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Our Approach to Allocating Marketing Budgets across
Channels
Based on our business structure, we consider two primary budget allocations:

Offline and Online – We place focus on how to spread the online
investment across the various online/digital channels. We can draw from our
strengths and footprints already established to be extremely efficient and cost
effective with our strategy.
Based on our research and review of various marketing reports, here are some
conclusions from that research:
 In 2016, the average firm was expected to allocate 30% of their marketing
budget to online, this rate is expected to grow to 35% by 2019
 Search engine marketing will capture the largest share of online spend with
online display (banner ads, online video, etc.) taking the second largest share
 Social media investments will continue to grow as an overall share of online
spend, but will only represent about 15% of the total online spend


Mobile marketing has grown to a point that it’s no longer tracked in the
forecast and it’s presumed to be considered across all channels

 29% of a marketing budget was allocated to online/digital channels
 Search engine marketing (SEO & SEM) captured the largest share of online
spend at 47% or about 14% of the firm’s total marketing budget


Online display advertising (banner ads, remarketing & retargeting) captured the
next biggest share of the online spend at about 34% of total online spend and
about 10% of the total marketing budget

 Social media investments were estimated at 6% of total online spend and a bit
less than 2% of the total marketing budget
 Mobile garnered about 10% of the total digital marketing budget and slightly
less than 3% of the total marketing budget.
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Our approach is in line with these projections and we are able to
comfortably maintain this budget. We intend to implement some
incentives such as free ring tones and more to first time subscribers and
visitors to our site(s). Again, we intend to draw from our strengths and
in-house resources to enhance our ability to grow while developing
loyalty amongst our advertisers and subscribers.
The OnWest Radio Broadcast boast over three hundred YouTube
interviews. Celebrity support of the OneWest brand is overwhelming.
The in-depth perspective of these celebrities and upcoming artist,
fashion moguls and entertainment business professionals is testament to
the successful of this enterprise.
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Our Ability to be Sufficiently Capitalized
As part of OneWest’s over-all business strategy, we have entered into an agreement with
Spotlight Capital Holdings, Inc.(Spotlight). An investment holding company which is
publically traded, investing in both privately and publically held entities for returns in businesses
demonstrating a substantial profitability initiative.
OneWest fits the Spotlight requirements as a business demonstrating a sustainable business model
and leading business practice Spotlight is structured on the ability to entertain merger and acquisition
candidates and its ability to issue equity and also do fund raising in order to meet future growth
objects. OneWest is utilizing this business relationship in order so we may not incur conventional
debt.
Through a conservative equity share stake Spotlight is able to utilize Regulation “A” Tier One
funding. More specifically meet Blue sky requirements for Crowd Funding platforms. This allows
OneWest to grow at this stage of development without incurring structured debt burden and having to
service debt utilizing operating cash. The availability of raising funds in this manner will allow us to
ear mark funds specifically towards organized and effective marketing campaigns. We will also have
cash available for anticipated increase in magazine sales associated with more aggressive marketing.
Our plan includes hiring and training additional advertising sales staff.
OneWest feels that this criterion is in line with companies demonstrating flexibility with the new
2014 JumpStart Jobs Act initiative. More Specifically, the Regulation A issuance of our common
stock to investors. The Company is a self-managed public company. It intends to provide long term
equity linked capital to our business through this arrangement.
We intend to utilize a conservative approach and anticipate growth on a steady basis. Our intent is to
measure growth on a quarterly basis while maintaining superior quality as we grow. Our advertisers
and subscribers will receive our highest standard of service.

OneWest was built and has grown organically by utilizing our arsenal
of entertainment relationships and our vast industry driven business
network. We feel that this arrangement gives us a significant edge on
our competition, while allowing us to save operating cash. We want to
keep our balance sheet healthy by not incurring revolving debt
payments if possible.
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SIX STEP MARKETING STRATEGY TO ENHANCE SUBSCRIBER BASE AND USER
TRAFFIC TO ONEWEST RADIO, WWW.ONEWESTMAGAZINE.COM AND ONEWEST
MAGAZINE
OneWest has grown organically over the past three years. The current issue circulation is 25,000. We
intend to reach a 100,000 issue monthly circulation through our new strategic initiative, and here is how:







Enhance our personal branding for each company division
Focus on specific content marketing.
Search engine optimization (SEO)
Conversion optimization
Aggressive Social Media marketing
Email marketing through subscriber data base cultivation

1. Personal Branding. We firmly believe that being Successful is done through cultivating relationships
with our highly successful partners. We draw on the synergy of industry professionals we have a direct
affiliation with. We appreciate and exploit this opportunity to leverage a more powerful image to
promote our media driven enterprise. Our team has formed significant partnerships and we utilize highprofile relationships in the entertainment industry to constantly have our brand exposed. Our organization
maintains integrity and strives to build a positive, energetic, fiscally responsible, ethical and healthy
image.
2. Content Marketing.
Through content marketing in a variety of forms, and we manage to stay ahead of the trending curves. For
example, utilizing white papers, eBooks and other long-form content to attract downloads, signups and
conversions, we use an on-site blog to attract more inbound traffic to our site.
We use content as a form of help and troubleshooting, or some combination of these applications. We
find content marketing is incredibly versatile and useful. We have content accessible on a constant basis.
3. Search Engine Optimization (SEO)
By making your site more visible in search engines, we generate more traffic from people searching for
the products or services offered. Much of our organic search position ranking comes from the technical
structure of our site(s) and our ongoing content development strategy.
SEO is optimized because we are consistently creating new content -- and it has proven to be worth extra
investment to ensure our site is properly indexed.
4. Conversion Optimization.
Most of these strategies aim to get more people on your site, but what do those people do once they’re
there? Conversion optimization helps you ensure you get more value out of each and every visitor by
maximizing your rate of conversion. Sometimes, this means including more conversion opportunities, and
other times, improving the ones we have.
5. Social Media Marketing.
Social media marketing has significant potential in building and nurturing a social media audience. Again,
content will come into play heavily here, as it will likely be the factor that attracts our audience to begin
with. Here, we stand to gain greater brand visibility, a greater reputation and far more inbound traffic with
our syndicated links. We draw audiences from our radio broadcast, website and hard-copy magazine.
6. Email Marketing.
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Email marketing has astounding potential for ROI because its low costs. We have begun collecting
subscribers from our existing customer base, our social media followers and other new opportunities;
from there, even an upcoming newsletter will help encourage repeat traffic to our site, facilitate more
engagement with our brand and keep our brand top-of-mind with our audience.

We continue adhering to our fundamental strengths by providing the following:


Personal and flexible attention to our subscribers needs



Personal attention to the needs and benefit of our advertisers.



Keeping our fingers on the pulse of what separates the OneWest Magazine and Brand from any
other.



Maintaining integrity and setting a new standard in the industry



Always striving to improve the quality of our publication



Being consistent and relevant with our promotions and content

Through our efforts, we intend to benefit from several opportunities


We intend to increase demand in a broader market sector – Establishing new geographic and
demographic footprints.



Benefiting from our aggressive and enhanced Internet marketing strategy to reach a global
market



The ability to develop and maintain proprietary, state-of-the-art technologies that improve our
product quality and ensure better service to our advertisers.



Capture market share, client list and comprehensive marketing data associated with e-commerce
campaigns.



Create a new broader ranged, international and larger group of readers, listeners and advertisers.

OneWest Focus on Our Market includes:


Analyzing the various needs of our advertisers and demand in specific regions.



Our company places special focus on a market niche which exploits our industry relationships
and highlights our strengths. This is done through cultivating personal relationships with “A” list
Hip-Hop artists. Our approach lends to exclusive first run commentary and related stories
involving these featured artists and popular Pop Culture icons. We pride ourselves on bringing
new talent to light. Telling stories and sharing events that are compelling in nature, as they
unfold.



Directing special attention on an as need basis, to our priority advertisers. Historically 20% of
our advertising revenue stems from our priority advertising clients.
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We intend to continue the advertising through network television. OneWest experienced a
significant increase in issue circulation utilizing our commercial. We feel that by expanding the
advertising by region we can continue to capture subscribers, build a loyal following and see
steady increase in demand. Our strategy is to ensure that we have our magazine available for
purchase within regions where we are doing aggressive marketing.

What make OneWest Unique
The salability of the OneWest Magazine has been established. The demand continues. Our team
of professional staff members is enthusiastic about their positions within the company. OneWest
believes that we are the source for all things Hip-Hop. Prior to the age of social media, a
magazine was the true source for fashion, music and material events or news in entertainment.
The magazine that represented the genre individuals gravitate to. Magazines have captured
images that are forever burned into our memories. Images posted on bedroom walls, school
lockers and the like.
Some of the stories have cultivated and even created icons. OneWest is truly unique and have
positioned itself in an underserved market. We have begun to pave a new road in this market
space. We embrace technology, social media and the era of blogs and twitter. We encourage
subscribers to visit our site and enjoy that experience. At OneWest, we take it a step further by
giving readers insight which can only be presented the way we do it. OneWest does this by
having our ear to the streets, our relationships which span decades in the industry. Being part of
the machine and most importantly understanding the players and events behind the scenes which
fuel Hip-Hop culture.
OneWest has shown its ability to thrive by utilizing our business model. By positioning the
company to capture market share and fill in certain gaps left by the recent closure of certain wellknown magazines, our intention is to capitalize and grow. OneWest celebrates history and has
created a platform to give exposure to the next big artist, new fashion and news which is history
in the making.
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About the Founder and CEO of OneWest
Darnell “O.G. Cuicide” Price
In order to fully understand the character and nature of the OneWest brand and its founder, the
history must be explained. Let’s discuss the experiences, the influences and the culture from
which the OneWest brand emanated and the man who founded this business.
We all have seen movies and heard music depicting the lifestyle and Hip-Hop culture which
emerged from the West Coast. More specifically, areas such as Compton and Long Beach have
been the birth places of new genres of music and fashion. The movie; Straight Outta Compton is
one such example, that has given us a glimpse into this colorful history. Super iconic stars were
born there: Snoop Dogg, Ice Cube, Dr. Dre and Eazy E. ust to name a few. Many of us have
seen documentaries discussing the culture, the emergence of huge gang networks such as the
Crips and the Bloods. Through the past three decades much of the behind the scenes history has
been exposed. The artist’s motivation, the overwhelming desire to create fashion, music and
movies that would express being part of that culture. It is necessary to consider the confluence
of circumstances; political, social and economic realities from which the OneWest brand
emerged.
The founder and CEO of the OneWest brand was dramatically impacted and influenced through
his exposure (both good and bad) and being involved in all things we associate with Compton,
California through such movies and music. Darnell Price became known as “O.G. Cuicide”, his
contribution to music, movies and media was cultivated through his direct experience and
relationships. O.G. was blessed to be part of this rich culture and be taught the business by
legends in the industry. It is an amazing story that needs to be told. The OneWest brand tells the
story, celebrates the art and gives O.G. the ability to share it with the world through his Radio
broadcast, the Magazine and an incredible Apparel line.
His very first song recorded in “a real studio”, was recorded with the late Mixmaster, Spade in
1987. From there he continued doing music and appearing in shows. O.G. began his exposure by
being featured on: Living on the Edge of Insanity; The Life Album by Toddy Tee. The track
was titled United We Stand Divided We Fall.
As the pressure and exposure to a seemingly endless lifestyle high-impact and dangerous
circumstances began to wear on O.G. he almost gave up! Around December 31, 1991 O.G
survived a suicide attempt. By most people’s standards, this would have literally been it. By the
grace of God, this could have easily been an echo of a story all too familiar in Compton during
this time. Things began to change and positive influences took center stage for O.G. In 1992 he
met R&B singer and songwriter Leon Haywood CEO of Eve Jim Records well known from his
hit record released in 1975 (I Want To Do Something Freaky To You) Mr. Haywood signed
O.G. to Eve Jim records and became a Mentor as well as a Godfather to him and showed him the
music game.
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O.G gained experience and knowledge ranging from contracts, publishing and copyrights while
recording his album in 1993. He began to do a lot of touring. Through this experience, while in
Houston, Texas he worked with artist such as Lil Flip Lil Kano and D Red.
In 1994 he released a maxi single with four (4) tracks associated with Eve Jim Records (Still
Flowing) (Bang get it Over With) (Final Exit) (This Shit is Real).
In 1995 O.G. followed up with a full self-titled album Cuicide. Final Exit being the lead track
off of the album. The streets loved the album! This album gained significant attention in the
overseas market. This opened up the exposure of an international tour; performing in Japan,
Germany, France, London, Australia and Switzerland.
In 1996 his contract expired with Eve Jim records and this marked a new career threshold. The
true beginning of a professional journey that would demonstrate all the knowledge learned from
his legendary Godfather, Mr. Leon Haywood. O.G. put this wealth of knowledge, hard work and
experience to use. Building as a brand that would continue to grow and expand.
Prior to the death of the late Eazy-E, O.G. was negotiating a record deal for Ruthless Records.
In 1996 his contribution to this effort was writing a hook on the one Mo Nigga to Go album by
member of NWA, Dj Yella. The song was titled 2Two Faced. Into 1998 the studio work began.
A studio located in Gardena, Ca. offered new opportunity. Executive Entertainment hosted
many talented artists, collaborations with Big Jess and G Fred and was also introduced to Bigg
Droop, who was a partner of Executive Entertainment. O.G. signed a three year contract and
recorded an album titled ; Wonder Why, that released in 1999 and featured King Tee Big Syke
from Thug Life. Ruthless Records Recording Artists; BG Knocc Out and Gangsta Dresta and
from the Comrades Leicy Locc . This album really gained momentum and took off. At this
point success began to be measured in dollars. O.G. got offered a $350,000 record deal by
Priority Records. He turned it down! O.G. earned his name on the streets and in the industry.
The money never trumped his loyalty to Executive Entertainment. In 1999 more exposure came
from being featured on the album; West Coast Never Dies The album also featured Spice 1 BLegit E-40 Too Short WC Mack 10 Celly Cel Mac Shawn Daz Dillinger Kurupt and Richie
Rich.
In 2000 touring on the positive response to his Wonder Why album O.G reached an all-time high
career bench-mark. His exposure in Japan was remarkable; having features in Wheels Magazine,
Lowrider Magazine and Larry Flynt's publication Rap Pages. The momentum continued in
2002. Participating with the legendary Jackson Family was an enormous milestone. O.G. found
himself having the ability to collaborate with the project; film Diamonds from the Bantus. The
father of the Jackson family, Mr. Joe Jackson, spear headed this project. This gave way to O.G.
recording the title track for the film which had its debut in 2003 Creating a new business
endeavor named CG records soon followed. This business was also known as Cidal Gang
Records and prompted the release of two mix tapes; Go Hard or Go Home, Volume One in 2004.
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This project was developed with various well-known artists. Go Hard or Go Home Volume
Two was comprised of a double CD.
Now O.G Cuicide is the executive producer and creator the One West Movement and brand.
The album single release; Never Give Up is a testament to this man’s career and all things that
embody this brand. Songs such as; I'm the Reason, Diamonds from the Bantus, Bare with Me,
Death by Association, Triple Death, Neva , and Keep It G express and underscore the mindset,
determination and perseverance O.G. has shown throughout his life. Having the pleasure to also
work with RBX, Bad Azz, K- Bar of 5 Footaz, Warren G, Spider Loc helped pave the way for
the music careers of Swoop G and AD.
The One West brand draws from those years of colorful experiences. Ups and downs, trials and
tribulations, experience and positive influences have all come together in this circumstance to
create ONE WEST MAGAZINE, ONE WEST RADIO AND ONE WEST APPAREL. The sky
is the limit here. These mediums have been created to highlight, illustrate and give people a
unique ability to visualize this exciting part of our ever-changing culture.
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Positions in emerging markets have become imperative to long-term growth-Global media and
entertainment industry growth will be fed primarily from the emerging markets of Latin
America, Asia, Russia and the Middle East. Across these regions, the multimedia landscape is
developing rapidly; and, in many cases, traditional barriers associated with distribution and
regulation is no longer that significant. Companies looking for growth need to be evaluating
partnerships and acquisitions that result in a greater exposure to these geographies
Sustainable businesses reflect a cooperative approach to resource sharing which benefit all
stakeholders in a business. Businesses that ignore community and environment are being
regulated out of business, vilified by media and community and reproached by employees and
customers.

We consider many dimensions of a business as well as the value of time and capital:
capital structure, operating financials, operations management, customer value, community
benefits, product evolution, market flexibility and so on. This qualitative evaluation results in
quantification of investment risk and return.
Key investment selection criteria are:
 A management team with a relevant track record and demonstrated complementary
team skills and competencies. They should have an understanding of global
management issues. We look for management teams displaying visioning and an
inspirational coaching approach.
 A business proposition that is distinctive and commercially attractive.
 Demonstrated globally responsible initiative.

While our investment policy is inclusive, our industry focus is in the following areas,
including exploration of global synergy:
 Industrial and consumer LOHAS goods and services. In particular, in addition to
entertainment oportunities, we are seeking sustainable substitutes for modern needs and
conveniences: food, clothing, household, leisure, education and other solid business
models. Such as:
 Information, communications and management technology.
 Energy.
 Transportation.
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Our geographical focus is not restricted. We have opportunities flowing from Europe, North
America and Asia and find that most businesses, even smaller ones, have an international market
and/or stakeholders may be from different parts of the world. Additionally, we may benefit our
partners by helping them access new international markets, thereby expanding geographical
coverage rather than focussing it. Generally, however, we prefer businesses that have adopted
international standards of management and governance and jurisdictions that promote free
capital flows.
Dealflow is diverse and provides the ability to select a diverse portfolio of businesses,
strengthened by the common culture of sustainable business excellence. Please contact us to
discuss current opportunities.
Market Rationale
Recent turbulence in financial markets has removed "irrational exuberance" from the financial
intermediaries and extravagant corporate boards, while liquidity has reduced concurrently. The
funding gap in small and medium sized businesses is expanding and business cost structures are
becoming more attractive. Many private equity funds active since 1998 are suffering depreciated
portfolios and are inexperienced in managing during economic downturns. While concurrently
innovation continues, market opportunities are great and long term financial intermediaries, like
pension and insurance fiduciaries, seek diversified portfolios. Now is an excellent time to invest
in private equity, particularly for investors with a long term investment horizon.
Businesses engaging in globally responsible business practices are leaders in building value.
Long term value is accrued by innovative businesses that are responding to technological
opportunity and consumer trends which underpin rapid market growth. The Fund is one of these
innovative businesses and will share in the growth of this market by providing capital to these
businesses. Spotlight Capital Holdings, Inc. fills the funding gap that would otherwise restrict
business growth. Spotlight Capital Holdings, Inc. also offers contributes its finance and business
expertise and access to a web based enterprise that can leverage the assets of a business.
Asset managers are unfamiliar with today's heightened requirements: not just financial skills, but
also understanding of environment, technology, governance and regulation all of which impact
the risk-return profile of assets. Spotlight Capital Holdings, Inc. has the technology, skills and
experience to successfully manage assets in this market.
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The following summarises the new market dynamics.
A Confluence of factors make attractive market growth prospects for globally responsible
investment. Investment timing appears to be good.
Market Rational
Recent turbulence in financial markets has removed "irrational exuberance" from the financial
intermediaries and extravagant corporate boards, while liquidity has reduced concurrently. The
funding gap in small and medium sized businesses is expanding and business cost structures are
becoming more attractive.
While concurrently innovation continues, market opportunities are great and long term financial
intermediaries, currently trading on the micro-cap exchanges .
Now is an excellent time to invest inthese companies. To take stake and help sheperd business
models that share our concepts, particularly for investors and companies with a long term
investment horizon. Businesses engaging in globally responsible business practices are leaders in
building value. Long term value is accrued by innovative businesses that are responding to
technological opportunity and consumer trends which underpin rapid market growth.
The company is one of these innovative businesses and will share in the growth of this market
by providing capital to these businesses. Spotlight Capital Holdings, Inc. fills the funding gap
that would otherwise restrict business growth.
Spotlight Capital Holdings, Inc. also offers contributes its finance and business expertise and
access to a web based enterprise that can leverage the assets of a business.
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Asset managers are sometimes unfamiliar with
today's heightened requirements: not just
financial skills, but also understanding of
environment, technology, governance and
regulation all of which impact the risk-return
profile of assets.
Spotlight Capital Holdings, Inc. has the
technology, skills and experience and most
importantly, the relationships and infrastructure
in place, to successfully manage assets in certain
market

The following summarises the new market dynamics.
Confluence of factors make attractive market growth prospects for globally responsible
investment. Investment timing appears to be good and our structure as a holding company
creates an atractive alternative to many M&A candidates.

Attractive merger and funding opportunities.
Globally responsible businesses are established in all industrial sectors, spread across many
countries and adopt practices that are globally acceptable. The high level of similarity and
integration of economic systems allows Spotlight Capital Holdings, Inc. to standardise
investment procedures globally offering the opportunity to build a risk diversified portfolio of
businesses.
The company has perspective dealflow of companies serving globally responsible industrial and
consumer markets. Examples may be shown in many sectors including agriculture, food,
housing, materials, IT, energy, waste, transport, white goods, education, banking, and so on.
Today's globally responsible enterprises are likely to be the market leaders in the coming years.
As the market substitutes sustainable technology for traditional methods today's sustainable
businesses will supplant traditional providers. Many of these companies require development and
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expansion equity capital to realise this growth as consumers demand sustainable substitutes. We
invest new capital in these type of businesses and provide financial and management expertise to
help their development. In addition, we may provide structured mechanisms for realising
appreciation in enterprise value to be arranged with financial partners.
Investment in listed businesses (directly or indirectly) is expected to benefit from attractive
valuations on acquisition, long term enterprise growth and attractive exits. While the universe of
sustainable listed companies (illustrated by DJSI, FTSE4Good, Domini Index and others) is
large, many of these are included in indicies because they do not breach certain requirements,
rather than because they have taken initiative. Spotlight Capital Holdings, Inc. may invest
Commitments in selected listed businesses demonstrating globally responsible initiative.
Experienced management and refined investment process
The Spotlight team draws on a global network of professional as required. The executives are
experienced in global private equity investing, entrepreneurial management and has
demonstrated enlightened action in business and private endeavour. The company is in the
process of reviewing several potential oportunites, Spotlihgt intends invest in the “right
fit”private and public enterprises. Our ability to help resolve development challenges on tight
budgets supports the success of our partners.
The screening of investments follows a prescribed process to ensure completeness, but is flexible
in its application to ensure fit between The Fund and Holdings. Other factors being acceptable,
the Manager selects for appropriately resourced management teams, provides capital and director
level input. The ongoing relationship with our partners is important to us - it enables us to
transfer and leverage our business and financial skills into our partners' enterprises.

The web based enterprise management systems adopted by the Manager offer lower overheads
and leverage the knowledge resources of the Manager, partners and Holdings.
Administration and Fees
The corporate structure is an OTC exchange publically traded entity. We trade on the Pinksheets
under the symbol: SLCH
Based on our intent to utilize the Regulation A Offering, we intend to offer shares at $3.00 per
share of common stock.
Commitments Commitments will be in units of US$ 50,000, with no minimum of (subject to
adjustment at the discretion of the Board and or executive team.
Drawdown All funds may be drawn down immediately and up to 90% will be invested in listed
equities from a preselected portfolio of businesses within 6 months of final closing.
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Distribution All realisations to be distributed as soon as practicable after the investment is
realised, with any net income re-invested into the parrent company and or subsidiaries projects,
subject in each case to a minimum distribution of US$ 50,000 in aggregate and subject also to
capital invested being retained for reinvestment for a period to be determined on a case by case
basis.
Fees Management fee on Committed Funds payable monthly in advance as follows:
Commitments
Management Fee per annum- Back salry owed to the President and Legal Counsel.
………………
A performance fee will not be payable. However, executives compensation will be partly in
shares of the company and a percentage of cash raised on specific funding projects. Cash held in
treasury may be used for some compensation purposes. . The company will also make available
shares for purchase by all staff of the executivives. ESAP and other down-line subsidiary shares
may be made aviallable on a case by case basis.
Administration fees of [ ..%] will be payable by the company Custodian fees will be payable by
the comapny
Establishment Costs At First Closing, The comaony is to be paid a fee to be negotiate] by The
comapny to reimburse the costs of the formation of The comapny and the issue of the Securities,
including the administratin costs, legal, professional and other fees. The majority of this fee will
be paid out to third parties who may or may not be associates of The company. Placement agent
fees will not be paid by The comapny.
Reporting Summary quarterly reports and full annual reports for Shareholders are disssimated
thrugh regular filings.
First Closing Date (2017)Further closings at The company’s
discretion annually within 3 months of fiscal year end.
Success Factors
The following paragraphs highlight competitive advantages of Spotlight Capital Holdings, Inc. .
Investment and Project Funding Management
The team has the skills, attitude and experience to do the job. The principal has a good
understanding of a broad range of professions including primary, secondary and tertiary sectors,
across business stages and legal environments, built upon aptitude in arts and science. This
combined with a solid grounding in the principles of finance and easy access to information are
the basic ingredients required to manage assets successfully.
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The investment process combines the benefits of portfolio systems and private equity due
diligence. The investment process is successful because it provides a simple yet rigorous
roadmap which screens inappropriate opportunities early, focuses stakeholders on key issues,
outsources specialised skills e.g. legal, technical, audit, market research, thus keeping overhead
low while maintaining great breadth and depth of professional expertise. The post-investment
mentoring relationship allows us to add-value to our partners' operations as we leverage the
senior executive experience of our team and advisors for the benefit of partners.
Operating infrastructure is a low cost, highly productive web based enterprise management
system enabling high productivity and reducing costs. Spotlight Capital Holdings, Inc. archives
a global footprint with a small commitment of resources. IT systems are open source and crossplatform to mitigate against redundancy.
We have demonstrable deal flow and exit opportunities through industrial networks and WBEM
distribution channels.

Investment Approach
The investment policy is flexible regarding geography, industry and stage enabling opportunity
maximisation and greater risk diversification. It obtains the benefits of top down perspective and
bottom-up detail.
Market Focus
Valuable combination of global economic and political perspective, industry knowledge and
investment and entrepreneurial skills enable Spotlight Capital Holdings, Inc. to identify, target
and evaluate portfolio opportunities while the investment window is most attractive.
Key Trends:
 ◦Growth markets are driven by wealthy, educated consumers globally demanding ethical
solutions (e.g. organic foods, alternative energy, sustainable materials, teleworking ...
horizontal wealth).
 ◦Rapid technological development making product life cycles shorter than business life
cycles which requires more adaptive (chaordic) business models.
 ◦Pricing of global commons fundamentally impacting value chain within product
lifecycle timeframes (e.g. carbon tax).
 ◦Regulation and governance requiring more equity among stakeholders.
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Administration
Fees are competitive and apparent. No performance fees - incentive created by compensation in
shares of the fund.
Uniquely, Spotlight Capital Holdings, Inc., directly aligns interests of managers with those of
investors: the management company is a subsidiary of the investment fund; investors control the
fund. The legal structure reflects the resource commitment, risk sharing and the timing of
economic costs and benefits to the stakeholders.

Many Business Life Cycle’s and Our Strategy

All businesses, whether small medium or large, follow business lifecycle that includes standard
phases - Startup, Growth, Maturity, Decline, Rebirth/Innovation/Death: Business Life Cycle The duration of each of these steps may vary depending upon various internal/external factors,
but the above mentioned phases always apply. Except for the initial startup stage, businesses can
get into lot of innovative and strategic business decisions and associations, to enable new
expansion, growth, or even for want of survival or complete exit or closure by selloff. Mergers
and Acquisitions (M&A) are one of the most important decisions a business can make.
While the corporate world keeps reporting news about large size M&A deals and transactions
that are supported, brokered and executed by large investment banks and involve large size
firms, small and medium sized businesses may find it difficult to identify suitable M&A advisory
firms which can assist them in such deals. Spotlight Has begun to focus on how small and
medium sized businesses such as ourselves can identify the right M&A partners. We may seek
to partner with an advisory firm.
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Important information on service offered by M&A advisory firms, what attributes to look for and
what steps to follow to get the best dealing partners
 Why and when should small and medium sized firms consider M&A?
 Opportunities or necessities drive strategic business decisions.
 Businesses go through different phases and may need expansion, contraction,
partnership, spinoffs or even closure/sale of certain business units or the business as a
whole.
 A sale by one party is an acquisition opportunity for the other.

There can be several scenarios and reasons for a firm to consider M&A:
 •To grow business turnover by merging with or taking over a firm in complementary
business line
 •Increase market share by taking over a competitor
 •With surplus cash, more profitable opportunities can be explored by acquiring outside
firms for better returns, instead of investing in existing business for comparatively lower
profit or generating lower interest income from the idle cash
 •A need for survival – loss making, declining businesses may need to make hard
decisions to ensure survival. Either partnering with other businesses or selling the
business to others may be a better decision, instead of letting it die with a loss.
 •Corporate restructuring – usually to restructure the equity and debt so that loans may
cost less, thereby bringing in new acquirers or shareholders

Why is it challenging for small businesses to find M&A advisory firms?
 •Small business requirements for M&A may be small sized, meaning low deal value and
hence less commission and fees for M&A advisors.
 •Small businesses may be looking for local/regional partners, and not many M&A
advisory firms operate with expertise at different regional levels
 •Scope of the small businesses may be limited in terms of products and services
alignment between two parties, making M&A difficult
 •Knowledge and perspective of business owners may be limited, often constrained by
anticipated local targets and partnerships
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How can M&A advisory firms help small businesses? Services &
Expectations from M&A advisors:
Small business owners may not have necessary expertise and network to find suitable
opportunities which can provide the required strategic turnaround. M&A advisory firms can
help, as they can assist with their expertise in these areas. The following provides a generic list
of services available by advisory firm for any M&A deal. Depending upon the services opted for,
the charges and fees may vary.
The M&A team at Spotlight will work diligently in:
 •Identifying the counterparties matching the client’s expectations. Using their network,
they also ensure suitable promotions or maintaining confidentiality, as needed
 •Appointing the necessary professional services, which may include legal and financial
services, performing due diligence, etc?
 •Valuation of the business unit on the relevant M&A deal; Finalizing a fair expected band
for the value of the deal
 •Assistance in arranging the necessary finance for the deal, as needed; Providing
necessary negotiations and advisory services with the financing firm
 •Making an initial offer subject to deal contract to interested stakeholders and
counterparties
 •Negotiating on the deal with the counter-party (which may in turn be represented by
similar M&A advisory)
 •Structuring the transactions in terms of scheduling the payments and getting agreements
from all stakeholders
 •Finalizing legal terms (including contracts, warranties, indemnities) for the deal
 •Drafting the terms of the deal – which may include shareholding pattern changes, debt
and equity restructuring, etc.
 •Assistance in drafting other necessary strategic decisions and schedules – like when to
publicly announce the deal in the open market, informing the employees in case the deal
results in layoffs, pay cuts or other impacts on employees.
 •Drafting the outline of post-integration services across product and service lines,
operations, etc.
 What's your intended goal and expectations from proposed M&A?
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MEETING QUALIFICATION STANDARDS TO TRADE ON HIGHER PLATFORMS
The OTC market consists of three primary trading tiers and or platforms. Spotlight Capital
Holdings, Inc. intends to meet higher tier qualifications through its new refocus and acquisition
goals.
As part of the overall corporate restructuring, OTC.PK: SLCH will aggressively pursue
application for subsequent higher tier placement as part of the company’s set of long-term
objectives.
Spotlight Capital Holdings, Inc., currently trades on the OTC.PK platforms.
.
The Open Market
The Pink Open Market offers trading in a wide spectrum of securities through any broker. With
no minimum financial standards, this market includes foreign companies that limit their
disclosure, penny stocks and shells, as well as distressed, delinquent, and dark companies not
willing or able to provide adequate information to investors. As Pink requires the least in terms
of company disclosure, investors are strongly advised to proceed with caution and thoroughly
research companies before making any investment decisions.
Pink Market Segments
OTC Markets Group further segments Pink companies based on the quantity and quality of
information they provide to investors:





Current Information
Limited Information
No Information
Current Information

Companies categorized in this segment qualify through the Alternative Reporting Standard
(ARS), by making filings publicly available through the OTC Disclosure & News Service
pursuant to the Pink Basic Disclosure Guidelines. Companies that follow the International
Reporting Standard, requiring the company be listed on a Qualifying Foreign Exchange with
periodic disclosure filings, those meeting the SEC Reporting Standard or U.S. Bank Reporting
Standard are also eligible.
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The Current Information category is not a designation of quality or investment risk.
Initial Qualification pursuant to the Alternative Reporting Standard:
1. Subscribe to the OTC Disclosure & News Service on www.OTCIQ.com to publish your
financial reports and material news.
2. Publish the required disclosure document in PDF Format (Do not scan your docs to create
PDFs! Here's Why) and upload them via www.OTCIQ.com in the “Add Financial Report”
section: Annual Financial statements for the previous two fiscal years. If these reports are
audited, please attach the audit letter. Each year’s Annual Financial statements should be
posted separately under the report type “Annual Report” on www.OTCIQ.com
Any subsequent Quarterly Reports, since the most recent Annual Report, should be posted
separately under the report type “Quarterly Report “ on: www.OTCIQ.com
The most recent fiscal period end report should also include information in accordance with the
Pink Basic Disclosure Guidelines
Financial reports must be prepared according to U.S. GAAP and must include a Balance Sheet,
Income Statement, Statement of Cash Flows and Notes to Financial Statements, but are not
required to be audited.
3.If financial reports are not audited by a PCAOB registered audit firm: Submit a signed
Attorney Letter Agreement (first two pages of the Attorney Letter Guidelines)
After following the appropriate procedures with a qualified attorney, upload an Attorney Letter
complying with the Attorney Letter Guidelines through your www.OTCIQ.com account
Ongoing Disclosure Obligations:
1. For each Fiscal Quarter End, upload a Quarterly Report via www.OTCIQ.com within 45
days of the quarter end. (A separate quarterly report is not required for the 4th quarter.)
The Quarterly Report should include: Information in accordance with the Pink Basic
Disclosure Guidelines
Quarterly financial statements (Balance Sheet, Income Statement, Statement of Cash Flows,
Notes to Financial Statements). Financial reports must be prepared according to U.S. GAAP, but
are not required to be audited
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No Audit Letter or Attorney Letter is required
2. For each Fiscal Year End, upload an Annual Report within 90 days of the fiscal year
end. The Annual Report should include: Information in accordance with the Pink Basic
Disclosure Guidelines
Annual financial statements (Balance Sheet, Income Statement, Statement of Cash Flows, Notes
to Financial Statements, and Audit Letter, if the financial statements are audited). Financial
reports must be prepared according to U.S. GAAP, but are not required to be audited
3. If the Annual financial statements are not audited by a PCAOB registered audit firm,
upload an Attorney Letter via www.OTCIQ.com in compliance with the Attorney Letter
Guidelines within 120 days of the fiscal year end.
OTCQB

The Venture Market
For early-stage and developing U.S. and international companies that are not yet able to qualify
for OTCQX. To be eligible, companies must be current in their reporting and undergo an annual
verification and management certification process. Companies must meet $0.01 bid test and may
not be in bankruptcy.
OTCQB Key Highlights







Companies are current in their reporting to a U.S. regulator or are listed on a qualified
international stock exchange
Minimum bid price test of $0.01 removes companies that are most likely to be the subject
of dilutive stock fraud schemes and promotion
Improved investor confidence through verified information, confirming that the Company
Profile displayed on www.otcmarkets.com is current and complete
Annual management certification process to verify officers, directors, controlling
shareholders, and shares outstanding
Greater information availability for investors through the OTC Disclosure & News
Service
Transparent prices for investors through full-depth of book with Real Time Level 2
quotes

.
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OTCQX
The Best Market
Offers transparent and efficient trading of established, investor-focused U.S. and global
companies. To qualify for the OTCQX market, companies must meet high financial standards,
follow best practice corporate governance, demonstrate compliance with U.S. securities laws,
and have a professional third-party sponsor introduction. Penny stocks, shells and companies in
bankruptcy cannot qualify for OTCQX. The companies found on OTCQX are distinguished by
the integrity of their operations and diligence with which they convey their qualifications.
OTCQX Benefits for Investors
Investors can see prices and access market data – OTCM sets the best price standard by broadly
distributing our market data through multiple channels, including Bloomberg, Thomson Reuters,
and other leading market data distributors.
Investors can access company information – OTCM’s suite of Corporate Services empowers
public companies and their advisors to improve visibility and availability of information.
Investors can trade through the broker of their choice – OTCM’s technology enables investors to
buy and sell securities through the institutional, retail, or online broker-dealer of their choice,
making the trading experience nearly identical to that of trading NYSE or NASDAQ securities.
Key Highlights About the OTCQX Market*






2017 marks the 10th anniversary of the launch of OTCQX
399 domestic and global companies ranging from global blue chips to U.S. high growth
$1.4 Trillion in market capitalization
$36.8 Billion in annual dollar volume, nearly 20% of the total annual dollar volume of all
OTC securities
Recognized as a world-class U.S. public market by federal and state regulators, brokerdealers, investors, market data distributors and the international investment community
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Executive Staff
Mr. Aaron C. Johnson –President

Mr. Andre Ligon- Corporate Counsel

Mr. Juan Carlos Ibanez-Senior Technology Consultant

Senor Movie Distribution Agent

OneWest Executive Team

Senior Music Distribution Agent
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